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Abstract—The naming and routing play a very important role 

for network communications. To characterize the influence of 

network topology characteristics, network mobility features, 

network layer naming schemes on the routing scalability, we 

introduce a new concept called partial transparent graph. We 

show that a partial transparent graph can better characterize the 

topological properties of a layered computer network by 

introducing different kinds of nodes. And we present a routing 

analysis model to formalize topologies of layered computer 

networks, network-layer naming, and routing. Then we analyze 

the routing scalability of two special kinds of naming and 

routing schemes. We prove that in a static topology with a 

structured naming, the routing table size can be very small and 

does not depend on the network size. In a dynamic topology, in 

which a node can move randomly, the routing table size for 

name-independent routing with some constraints is linear with 

the network size.   
 
Index Terms—network architecture, topology, mobility, 

network naming, name-independent, routing 

 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Internet has contributed greatly to the development of 

our society and has changed the way we work and live. 

Nonetheless, many parts of the current Internet 

architecture were developed many years ago. It is facing 

challenges from the network layer such as host mobility, 

multi-homing and routing scalability. There has been 

much recent research into network architectures, both 

evolutionary and ‘clean slate’. The America NSF 

(National Science Foundation) announced the GENI 

(Global Environments for Network Innovation) program 

for developing an infrastructure to experiment and test 

futuristic networking ideas. The NSF effort was followed 

by the FIRE (Future Internet Research and 

Experimentation) program under the 7th Framework 

Program of the European Union, the AKARI 

(Architecture Design Project for New Generation 
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Network) program in Japan and several other similar 

programs in other parts of the world. Recently, the NSF 

announced awards for four new projects ((NDN, Mobility 

First, NEBULA, and XIA), as part of the Future Internet 

Architecture (FIA) program, encouraging the network 

science research community to design and experiment 

with new comprehensive network architectures and 

networking concepts that can meet the challenges and 

opportunities of the 21st century. 

Naming and routing are very important core elements, 

whether for evolutionary network architectures or clean 

slate network architectures. In the traditional Internet 

architecture, the use of IP addresses to name interfaces 

and  to be keys for routing decisions is seen as the source 

of many ills, including the inability to properly 

incorporate mobility, multi-homing, and so on [1], [2]. 

Also the current Internet routing is marred with many 

problems. The biggest and most immediate concern is the 

routing scalability [3]. With the huge growth in network-

able devices participating in the Internet, the routing 

nodes may be unable to cope with the growth in routing 

table sizes, number of update messages and churn due to 

dynamic nature of networks. In future Internet, what 

naming schemes and routing schemes should be taken to 

solve one or more of these problems? It has being a hot 

research topic. 

There are basically two questions related with naming 

and routing that must be considered: What objects need to 

be named? What information should be used for routing 

nodes to make forwarding decisions? 

Although novel naming approaches, such as naming 

data or content [4], [5], naming services [6], naming 

sessions, were proposed, we are in favor that the network 

layer naming (i.e. naming nodes) should still be necessary 

to effect communications. Naming network nodes is not a 

new idea. As early as 1982, Saltzer [7] outlined that a 

network should have node addresses, which are mapped 

to the point of attachment addresses. Mapping Saltzer’s 

concepts to the Internet shows that node addresses are 

missing, and the point of attachment is named twice [8]. 

The developers of the CLNP (Connectionless Network 

Layer Protocol) and the OSI reference model [9] had 

understood the necessity of naming the node rather than 

the interface. Several proposals [10, 11] had been made to 

name “endpoints.”  Naming nodes is now widely 

acknowledged in the network research community [12]-

[20]. 
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In terms of the relationships between names and 

topologies, Network layer naming schemes can be 

categorized into two main kinds: 

Topology-independent naming: The names of nodes 

are independent of network topologies (i.e. each node has 

a non-topological network-layer name, called an 

identifier or ID.) 

Topology-dependent naming: The names of nodes are 

not independent of network topologies. They contain 

location information and are called locators. For example, 

when an IP address is used to naming a node, it is name-

dependent. 

In terms of the scope of names, Network layer naming 

schemes can be also categorized into two main kinds: 

Globally unique naming: Each node has one globally 

unique network layer name. 

Globally non-unique naming: A name may be assigned 

to two or more nodes. For example, after NAT is 

introduced, different hosts may have a same IP address. 

In terms of the relationships between names and 

routing, Network layer routing schemes can be 

categorized into two main kinds: 

Identifier based routing: The network layer does not 

contain location information in the packet header; instead, 

based directly on identifiers, routing nodes make 

forwarding decisions. In some documents, this kind of 

routing is called name-independent routing. 

Locator based routing: The network layer contains 

location information in the packet header. Based on the 

location information, routing nodes make forwarding 

decisions. In some documents, this kind of routing is 

called name-dependent routing. 

In terms of whether the names can be aggregated, 

Network layer routing schemes can be also categorized 

into two main kinds: 

Aggregating routing: The routing tables of a node can 

be stored in a compact manner, by grouping the set of 

destination names that use the same output port into 

intervals of consecutive names. Actually, the routing 

schemes are based longest prefix match. 

Non-Aggregating routing: The routing entries of a 

node can’t be aggregated. 

In terms of whether the keys used for routing table 

lookup can be changed, Network layer routing schemes 

can be also categorized into two main kinds: 

Key-fixed routing: In a packet transmission, the keys 

used by the intermediate node for making forwarding 

decisions are fixed. 

Key-changeable routing: In a packet transmission, 

different intermediate nodes may use different keys for 

making forwarding decisions. The key information in the 

packet header may be changed by intermediate nodes.  

Different combinations of the above naming schemes 

and routing schemes can bring different naming and 

routing approaches, which imply multiple naming and 

routing directions. One possible direction is pure 

identifier based routing, such as ROFL [21], Disco [22]. 

Another possible direction is pure locator based, key-

fixed routing, such as optimal IP routing. The third 

possible direction is network based ID-locator split which 

tries to keep the disaggregated IP addresses out of the 

global routing and the routing steps are divided into two 

levels: the edge routing based on identifier and the core 

routing based on global locators, such as LISP [23], 

SIX/ONE [24], APT [14], ILNP [25], ENCAPS [26], 

eFIT [27], and so on. The fourth direction is called host 

based ID-locator split which requires globally 

aggregately locators to be assigned to every host. The IDs 

are decoupled from locators in the end hosts’ network 

stacks and the mapping between IDs and locators is done 

by a separate distributed system, such as HIP [28], Shim6 

[29], MILSA[30], [31] , I3 [32], and so on. There are also 

several other possible directions, such as locator based, 

key-changeable routing, and so on. Many proposed 

network layer naming and routing schemes have their 

advantages and disadvantages. There is an on-going 

debate on deciding which way to go among these node 

naming and routing directions.  

To find optimal network layer naming and routing 

schemes for future Internet, we think it is important to 

fully understand the essential relationships among 

network topology, network layer naming and routing. By 

far now, it is mainly through simulations or 

experimentations that the performance of many naming 

and routing schemes are evaluated. We think that giving 

insightful, theoretical analysis results for naming and 

routing is very important for future naming and routing 

design. Also it is a very challenging job. 

 In this paper we take an initial stab at this challenge. 

We try to establish a model for characterizing the 

relationships. In order to give the analytical results for all 

above naming and routing schemes, lots of research work 

need to be done. This paper mainly focuses on the 

analysis about two kinds of naming and routing schemes: 

globally unique, topology-dependent naming, key-fixed, 

locator based, aggregating routing; globally unique, 

topology-independent naming , key-fixed, identifier based, 

aggregating routing. The analysis for other kinds of 

naming and routing schemes is leaving for future work. 

The present paper makes the following contributions: 

1) We introduce a novel concept called partial 

transparent graph. We show that a partial transparent 

graph can better characterize the topological 

properties of a layered computer network by 

introducing different kinds of nodes. We think that 

the partial transparent graph is beneficial for 

analyzing layered computer networks.  

2) We give formal definitions about partial transparent 

graph, network-layer naming and aggregating routing, 

and so on, and establish a basic model for 

formalizing a layered computer network and 

analyzing various naming and routing schemes. 

3) Based on this model, we analyze the aforementioned 

two kind of naming and routing schemes. We prove 

that in a static topology with a topology-dependent 

naming, the number of local routing table entries can 
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be very small and does not depend on the network 

size.  

4) And we prove that in a dynamic topology, in which a 

node can move randomly, the number of local 

routing table entries for key-fixed, aggregating 

routing on persistent short identifiers with some 

constraints is linear with the network size. 

The work in this paper is still preliminary. We view 

this work as the beginning, not the end. 

The present paper is organized as follows. We start by 

introducing the partial transparent graph concept in 

Section II. We then give a theoretical basic for modeling 

layered network and analyzing the relationship between 

topology, naming, and routing in Section III. In Section 

IV, we give a theoretical bound for the scalability of 

routing in a network whose topology is static. And in 

Section V, we give a theoretical bound for the scalability 

of routing in a network that each node can move 

randomly. We then discuss our results in Section VI and 

conclude this paper in Section VII. 

II. OVERVIEW OF PARTIAL TRANSPARENT GRAPH 

Conventional graphs are useful for the analysis of 

routing algorithms, network simulations and so on. 

However, because conventional graphs do not 

differentiate different kinds of nodes, they do not work 

well for the analysis of some kinds of naming schemes 

and routing schemes in computer networks. So as a 

complement to the current conventional graph concept, 

we present a novel concept, called partial transparent 

graph, to characterize the topological properties of a 

layered computer network.   

There are two main reasons that we present this 

concept. First, the existing computer network is usually 

layered. Different nodes of different layers work together. 

Some nodes can be seen only in certain layers. These 

nodes are not visible to some other nodes. Different layer 

topologies may not be the same; however, they may not 

be independent. The upper layer topology is usually 

associated with the lower layer topology. Second, more 

than two nodes in the network layer may be connected by 

a broadcast link (e.g., Ethernet). Modeling the 

relationship between these nodes as a full interconnection 

topology may not be enough. 

As shown in Fig. 1 (a), the physical topology consists 

of three routers, all of which are connected via a 

broadcast link, and with each router having only one 

interface. If the physical topology is modeled as a 

conventional graph (Graph 1) in Fig. 1 (b), then the 

degree of these nodes representing the routers will be 2. If 

the physical topology is modeled as Graph 2 in Fig. 1 (c), 

which introduces an auxiliary node corresponding to the 

broadcast link, then the degree of these nodes 

representing the routers will be 1. We think that Graph 2 

characterizes the router features better than Graph 1. We 

call the nodes w0 in Graph 2 a transparent node, because 

it is invisible to other nodes.  

 

Figure 1.  Topology modeling example 1 

Aside from a single broadcast being modeled as a 

transparent node, two or more switches connected 

together can be modeled as a transparent node, as shown 

in Fig. 2. We refer to a graph that has one or more 

transparent nodes as a partial transparent graph. 

 

Figure 2.  Topology modeling example 2 

For the analysis of network layer naming and routing, 

a transparent node is actually an abstraction of one or 

more links or nodes of layer one or layer two. 

III. ROUTING ANALYSIS MODEL 

A. Partial Transparent Graph: Related Terms, 

Definitions, and Notations 

A partial transparent graph is a 2 layers graph, which 

contains two kinds of nodes, which belong to set V  and 

set U  respectively. For the analysis of network layer 

naming and routing, the upper layer nodes (nodes in set 

V ) represent the nodes of the network layer( layer 3), 

such as routers or hosts,  the lower layer nodes (nodes in 

set U ) represent the nodes or links of the physical layer 

or data link layer ( layer 1 or layer 2), such as switches, 

hubs or broadcast links. When modeling the topology of a 

layer computer network, we hope that as few auxiliary 

nodes as possible are introduced, while the properties are 

kept. In consideration that two or more nodes of the 

physical layer or data link layer connected directly can be 

abstracted as a transparent node, so there is a constraint 

with the nodes in set U  :  any two nodes in set U  can’t 

be connected directly in a partial transparent graph. 

Definition 1: Let V , U , and E  be finite sets, 

V Φ , V U Φ  . Let  be a function from E  to 

V U . , , ,G V U E    is called a partial 

transparent graph if
 
  satisfies  

1 2 1 2

1 2 2 1

{{ , } | (  )  ( )  
( )  ( )}

E v v v V U v V U
v U v U v U v U
       

      
：

 

Definition 2: Let , , ,G V U E Ψ   be a partial 

transparent graph. The elements of V  are called opaque 

nodes, the elements of U  are called transparent nodes, 
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the number of elements of V  is called the opaque order 

of graph G , and the number of elements of U  is called 

the transparent order of graph G . 

The set of edges associated with node v is denoted by 

)(vC .If },{)( 21 vve  , then we denote ),( 12 vev  . 

Definition 3: Let  ,,, EUVG be a partial 

transparent graph. Vvv 21, , 1v  is opaque adjacent 

with 2v  if one of the following conditions is met: 

i. There is an edge Ee , such that },{)( 21 vve  ;  

ii. There is n node Uw  and two edges Eee 21, , 

such that },{)( 11 wve   and },{)( 22 vwe   . 

The set of nodes that are opaque adjacent with v v is 

denoted by )(vAo . The size of )(vAo  is called the 

opaque degree of node v . 

A partial transparent graph is essentially a graph, so 

the other concepts or definitions, such as degree, ends, 

neighbors, adjacent, directed, undirected, weighted, 

path, connectivity, and trees, remain the same as those 

in the traditional graph theory. 

B. Graph Naming- and Routing-Related Terms, 

Definitions, and Notations 

In the TCP/IP naming and routing scheme, a node is 

usually identified with one or more 32-bit or 128-bit 

binary numbers and two or more routes can be aggregated 

based on the relationship of their related binary numbers 

used for destination. We think that in future networks, the 

network layer naming schemes still be based on binary 

numbers and routes can be aggregated for scalability. So 

we introduced the following notations for modeling the 

network layer naming and routing, both for traditional 

networks and future networks. 

B : set of 1-bit binary numbers, }1,0{B  ; 

k : a natural number; 
kB : set of k -bit binary numbers, 

}1,|,...,,{ 21 kiBbbbbB ik
k  ; 

k0 : k -bit binary number 0; 

)( kB : power set of kB ; 

kI : the bijective function from kB to the set of 

decimal numbers }12,...,1,0{ k
; 

)2(),...,,(
1

0
021 




 

k

i

i
ikkk aaaaI ; 

1
kI : if yxIk )( , then )(

1
yIx k


 ; 

kM : set of k -bit binary numbers used for masks; 

))}1()1()1(( 

),,...,,(|,...,,{

,

2121





ijji

k

kk

k

bbkji

andBbbbbbbM
 

kN : set of all sub-network identifiers, 

},...,1,0{ kBN k
k  ; 

Definition 4: Let kV 2||  .   is a full function from 

V  to )( kB ; that is, )(: kBV   .   is a naming on 

V if   satisfies the following conditions: 

i. ))()((  vVvv  ;  

ii. ))()()(( 212121, 21
 vvvvVvVvvv  . 

In the traditional IP naming scheme or future network 

naming schemes, one node may have one or more names. 

So in this naming model, any node has one or more 

names, but a name can belong to only a node. 

We denote the collection of all node names by 

( )
v V

v


  . We denote 1( )v x   if ( )x v . 

The traditional IP routing scheme is based on the 

longest prefix match method. So in the following we 

model the network layer key-fixed routing schemes. 

Definition 5: Let , , ,G V U E   be a partial 

transparent graph. Let  be a naming on V , and 

( )
v V

v


  , R V  . R is a basic routing on G if 

R  satisfies the following conditions: 

i. -1

( ( )

( ( , ( )) , , ))o

v x v V x x v

y y A v y v x y R





      

    
 

ii. Given two names, x  and y , if -1 -1( ) ( )x y  , then 

there exist names 1 2, ,..., nx x x x y  , such that 

-1

1((1 1) ( ), ,i ii i n x y x R       . 

We denote ( ) { , , | , , }R v v x y v x y R    , which is 

called a basic routing table of node v . 

Definition 6:  

Let 1 1 1, kp x y N  , 2 2 2, kp x y N  , 

1 1 2, ,..., kx a a a  , 2 1 2, ,..., kx b b b  . 1p is called the 

parent prefix of 2p , and 2p is called the child prefix of 

1p  if the following conditions are satisfied: 

i. 1 2y y ;  

ii. 1((1 ) i ii i y a b     . 

We denote this relation by 1 2( , )P p p . 

Obviously, this relation is transitive. 0 ,0k   is the 

parent prefix of any other element in kN . 

Definition 7: Let , , ,G V U E   be a partial 

transparent graph. Let  be a naming on V , and 

( )
v V

v


  , ' kR V N   . 'R  is a aggregating 

routing on G if 'R  satisfies the following conditions: 

i. 
-1

( ( )
( ( , , )

       ( , ( )) , , '))

k

o

v x v V x x v
y z y N P y x k z

A v z v y z R





      
       

   

（
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ii. Given two names, x  and y , if -1 -1( ) ( )x y  , then 

there exist names 1 2, ,..., nx x x x y  , such that 

-1

1

((1 1)

( ( , , ) ( ), , '))i i

i z i n

P z y k x z x R 

     

    
. 

We denote '( ) { , , | , , , '}R v v x y e v x y e R   ， , 

which is called an aggregating routing table of node v . 

IV. RELATIONSHIP AMONG STATIC TOPOLOGY, 

NAMING, AND ROUTING 

In this section, we explore what best extent the 

scalability of network layer routing can be achieved to. 

We try to get the answer by explore a special kind of 

naming and routing schemes: globally unique, topology-

dependent naming, key-fixed, locator based, aggregating 

routing. 

We show that for any kind of static transparent 

connectivity graph, there exists a naming and a network 

routing, such that the routing table size of a node is very 

small, which is less than or equal to the maximum opaque 

degree among all nodes. We will give a theorem to 

characterize the features and prove it. 

A. The Theorem and the Proof 

Theorem 1: Let , , ,G V U E   be a partial 

transparent graph. There exists a naming   onV  and a 

aggregating routing R , such that 

| ( ) | ( ( ) )o
v V v V

Max R v Max A v
 

 . 

If we can find the   and R , such that R satisfies the 

degree constraint, then this theorem can be proved. The 

complex proving process is in Appendix A.  And an 

illustrational example is in Appendix B.  

B. The Meaning of Theorem 1 

Given a static network topology, if we adopt the 

hierarchical naming and the naming following the 

network topology properties, then the nodes in the 

network need not run any routing protocol, and each node 

only needs to maintain a little information for routing. 

Theorem 1 shows that network topology layering and 

topology-dependant naming are very beneficial to routing 

scalability. Therefore, for some special or specific types 

of networks, we can design specific naming scheme and 

proprietary protocols to achieve very good routing 

scalability and small routing overhead. 

V. RELATIONSHIP AMONG DYNAMIC TOPOLOGY, 

NAMING, AND ROUTING 

In the last section, we show that very good routing 

scalability can be achieved when the topology of a 

network is static. However, future networks will be 

composed of a great deal of mobile devices. The 

topology-independent naming schemes are preferable to 

topology-dependent naming schemes for mobility, multi-

homing and so on. So in this section, we explore the 

routing scalability in mobile networks. We try to get the 

answer by explore another special kind of naming and 

routing schemes: globally unique, topology-independent 

naming, key-fixed, identifier based, aggregating routing. 

We show that the network storage overhead for routing 

cannot be sub-linear under some constraints, even if we 

do not require the shortest path routing. We will give 

another theorem to characterize the features and prove it. 

A. The Theorem and the Proof 

Theorem 2: Given a set of on network nodes and a 

number d  ( d > 2), there exists a naming on these nodes 

and a network formed by these nodes, in which each node 

degree is not greater than d , such that for any routing, 

the routing table size of this network is )on（ . 

Proof. Let 1d d  . We first consider two kinds of 

special cases: binary tree and d-ary-tree ( 2 , 1wd w  ). 

We then consider a more general case. 

Case 1: Binary tree ( 2d  ) 

First, we give a simple example to illustrate our ideas 

used to prove this theorem. In a special binary tree with 

21 opaque nodes, as shown in Fig. 3 (cycles represent 

opaque nodes, and squares represent transparent nodes), 

each edge is labeled; the left branch is labeled 0, and the 

right branch is labeled 1. The partial identifier of a leaf 

node is formed by composing the labels from this leaf to 

the root together. By appending a bit after these 

identifiers, we can extend the 4-bits partial identifiers to 

5-bits partial identifiers, and assign each internal opaque 

node a different identifier. We then get a naming. 

Considering that two routes can be aggregated only when 

they have the same output interface and the same next 

hop, these two route destinations have a common prefix 

and other conditions to guarantee correct routing. Thus, 

in this naming, the root node cannot aggregate any two 

routes to leaf nodes except for introducing a default route; 

the route number cannot be less than 8. 

S0 S1

0 1 0

0 1

1

0
1 0

1
0

1
0

1
0

1 0
1

0
1

0 1

0
1

1 1 10 0 0

0000 1000 0100 1100 0010 1010 0110 1110

r10 r11 r12 r13

0001 1001 0101 1101 0011 1011 0111 1111

r00

 

Figure 3.  A binary tree naming example 

Assume the tree height of this kind of special binary 

tree with on  opaque nodes is h . The nodes of layer h  

are leaf nodes. Each node of layer -2h  cannot aggregate 

the routes to its sub-tree nodes. Similarly, each node of 

layer -4h  cannot aggregate the routes to leaf nodes. 

Ultimately, the root nodes cannot aggregate the routes to 
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leaf nodes because of the difference in identifiers. That is, 

the root node needs to maintain a route for each leaf node 

if a default route is not used. 

Let 2k h . Then for a binary tree, 

2 4 2 2 1 21 2 2 ... 2 (1 (2 ) ) /(1 2 )k k

on         . 

Therefore, the number of leaf nodes 
22 2 (3 1) / 4h k

on   . 

After introducing a default route, the number of routes 

to leaf nodes can be reduced by 50% at the most. Thus, 

| | (3 1) 8oR n  . 

Case 2: A d-ary-tree ( 2 , 1wd w  ) 

First, we label each branch of a node from left to right 

with a unique w -bit binary number. We then get a partial 

identifier of a leaf node by composing the labels from this 

leaf to the root together. Similar to that in a binary tree, 

the root nodes cannot aggregate the routes to leaf nodes 

because of the difference in identifiers. 

Similarly, the number of leaf nodes is 2kd . 

2k 2 2 2 21 1 (1 1 ) 1o od d n d d n d     （（ ） ） . 

After introducing a default route, the number of routes 

to leaf nodes can be reduced by 2 1kd   at the most. Thus, 

2 22k 2 1| | d (1 1 )(1 1 ) (1 1 )(1 )k

oR d d d n d d       . 

In the two special cases mentioned above, a 

relationship between the number of opaque nodes and the 

degree constraint exists. That is, 

2k 2 2( -1) ( 1)on d d  . 

We will consider a general case in the following 

scenarios. 

Case 3: General case 

For a given number on and a degree constraint 

number d  ( d > 2), we can find a number w , such that 
12 2w wd   . 

Let ' 2wd  . We can find a number k , such that  
2k 2 2 2(k 1) 2 2(k 1) 2( -1) ( ' 1) ( ' -1) ( ' -1)od' d n d d       . 

Let 2 2 2' d -1 ' 1k

on ' d （ ）（ ）. According to Case 2, 

we can then construct a d -ary-tree with 'on opaque 

nodes. In this sub-tree, the size of routing table 'R of the 

root node is  
2k 2 1 2k| ' | d' ' 1-1 ') 'kR d d d  （ . 

Given that 2 1 2 2-1 ' 1(k )

on d' d  （ ）（ ） , 

2k 2 4d' ( ' 1) 1 'on d d  （ ） . 

Thus, 2k 2 4| ' | (1-1 ') ' (1-1 ')( ( ' 1) 1 ' )oR d d d n d d    ） . 

Obviously, we can extend this d -ary-tree to a tree 

with on opaque nodes and the same root node, which 

follows the degree constraint. The size of routing table 

R of the root node is 

2 4| | | ' | (1-1 ')( ( ' 1) 1 ' )oR R d n d d    ） . 

Hence, the routing table size of this network is 

)on（  for any routing. 

This completes the proof of Theorem 2. 

B. The Meaning of Theorem 2 

The theorem shows that in a network whose nodes can 

move randomly, if we require that the nodes identifiers 

are independent of network topologies, and the length of 

identifiers is set as short as possible, the network storage 

overhead for routing cannot be sub-linear even if we do 

not require the shortest path routing. In other words, if we 

want to take advantage of name-independence and low 

packets header overhead, appropriate storage overhead is 

necessary. 

VI. DISCUSSION 

Our work is closely related to past research work on 

the analysis of routing in distributed networks. Kleinrock 

and Kamoun [33] showed that the routing table length 

(the number of entries) could be reduced to )ln(ne with 

optimal hierarchical clustering structure. Our work shows 

that the routing table length can be reduced no more than 

the maximum node degree of a network. A lower bound 

of ( )n  state is proven necessary to implement any local 

routing function of any stretch factor s<3 and stretch < k  

requires 2 (k-1)( )n [34]-[37]. Moreover, shortest path 

routing algorithms require ( )n  local memory for a 

network with n  destinations [37]. Our work indicates 

that ( )n local memory is needed even without the 

stretch constraint for a dynamic network with some 

naming constraint. 

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

Simply modeling the topology of a layered computer 

network as a common graph loses some important 

information about physical topology. Therefore, we 

introduce a new concept called partial transparent graph. 

We think this kind of graph should be useful for 

analyzing networks. 

For analyzing the relationship between topology, 

naming, and routing, we present a routing analysis model 

to formalize topologies of layered computer networks, 

network-layer naming, and routing.  We prove that in a 

static topology with a structured naming, the routing table 

size can be very small and does not depend on the 

network size; in a dynamic topology in which a node can 

move randomly and with some naming constraints, the 

routing table size for routing on persistent short 

identifiers is linear with the network size.  

Our current work is still preliminary. We only give the 

theoretical results for two special cases in this paper. But 

we think our routing analysis model provides a basic for 

analyzing other naming and routing schemes. And we 
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hope some other researchers would like to focus on this 

topic, and work together to give the theoretical results for 

other kinds of naming and routing schemes, which can 

cast a light for future naming and routing design. 

APPENDIX A  PROOF OF THEOREM 1 

Theorem 1: Let , , ,G V U E   be a partial 

transparent graph. There exists a naming   onV  and a 

aggregating routing R , such that 

| ( ) | ( ( ) )o
v V v V

Max R v Max A v
 

 . 

Proof: If we can find the   and R , such that 

R satisfies the degree constraint, then this theorem can be 

proved. The proving process includes the followings 

steps.  

Step I: Given that G is connected, we can certainly 

find one spanning tree ' , , ', 'T V U E    . We 

introduce a notation ( )oS v  to represent all nodes of the 

sub-tree whose root is node v in tree 'T . 

Step II: Construct a set of node names according to 

the following sub-steps (which we call the prefix join 

methods): 

Sub-step 1: Initialization and selection of the root. A 

node with the maximum opaque degree among all nodes 

in 'T  is selected as the root node, which is denoted by 

'rv . Let partial identifiers set 'N   , '' 'T T , 

0 ( ) ,0e    for each 'e E , 0 ( ) ,0v   for each 

v V U  . 

Sub-step 2: Determination of partial auxiliary 

identifiers for adjacent edges and nodes. Assume the 

root node of ''T  is 'rv . If '| ( ')| 0rC v  , then the 

following process is followed. Assume the set of edges 

associated with 'rv is ' 0 1 1( ') { , ,..., }r mC v e e e  , if 1m  , 

then let 0 1k  ; otherwise, let 0 2log ( )k m    . Let 

0

1

0 0( ) ( ),i k
e I i k   , 0 i m  , ' 'N N   

0{ , ( ) | 0 }i ie e i m    . For each edge ie , let 

'( , ')i ru e v . If u V , let '
0

1

0 ( ) (0),1
k

u I   ; if 

u U , then let ' 0 1 ' 1( )-{ '} { , ,..., }r mA u v v v v  , and if 

' 1m  , let 0 ' 1k  ; otherwise, let 0 2' log ( ')k m    . Let 

'
0

1

0 0( ) ( ), 'i k
v I i k   , 0 'i m  .   

Sub-step 3: Determination of partial auxiliary 

identifiers for other edges and nodes. For each node v in 

' ( 'o rA v ）, assume ''vT is a sub-tree rooted at v in 'T . Let 

'' ''vT T , go to sub-step 2. 

Sub-step 4: Determination of the node identifier 

length. Let 

0

0{ }
k

x B k  , 0 0,x x k  ,
00 0 1 -1, ,..., kx b b b  ,

0 '

0' { '}
k

x B k  , 0 0' ', 'x x k  ,
00 0 1 '-1' ', ',..., 'kx b b b  . 

Let
0 00 1 -1 0 1 '-1'' , ,..., , ', ',..., 'k kx b b b b b b  , and a function 

J to represent the joint of x and 

'x ,
0 0( , ') '', 'J x x x k k   , then 

0 1 1 0 1 1( , ,..., ) ( , ( ,..., ))n nJ x x x J x J x x  . In particular, if 

' ,0x   , then ( , ')J x x x . 

For each opaque node v in 'T , assume the simple path 

from the root 'rv  to the node v  is 

0 1 1 1 1' ' ' ',..., ' 'r m mv e v e v e v  . The partial auxiliary 

identifiers prefix is denoted by ( )v , ( )v   

0 0 0 1 0 1( ( '), ( '), ( '),J e v e   0 1 0..., ( '), ( ))me v  . 

Assume ( ) ,v p k   , let '( )l v k , and let the node 

identifiers length be 0 ( '( ))
v V

k Max l v


 . 

Sub-step 5: Determination of node identifiers. 

Denote the set of <node v , the identifier prefix that has 

been assigned to v > by  . First let  . We can 

determine the node identifiers with the following 

recursive process, which is denoted by Naming ( v ), as 

shown in Fig. 4. This process is called initially with the 

root node as the input parameters. 

 

Figure 4.  Process for determining node identifiers 

Eventually, we can get a naming 0  on nodes V : 

0 0( ) { | , , }v x v x k     . 

Step III: Construct a set of routing entries. 

/* Recursive Process Naming ( v )*/ 

Naming ( v ) 

{ 

If there is not a prefix p , such that ,v p  , 

then 

{ 

If v  is a leaf node,  

Then let 

'( )0

1
0( ) ( ( ), (1), '( ) )

k v
v J v I k v


  



    ,

{ , ( ) }v v    . 

Else  

{ 

If all nodes in ( )oS v have been named,  

Then 

find a minimum binary number 0x that has 

the prefix ( )v , such that 

0 0, { | , }x k x v x    . Let 

0 0{ , , }v x k    . 

Else 

for each child node 'v , called Naming 

( 'v ). 

} 

} 

} 
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Let 0 0 ( )
v V

v


   . We can construct a routing entry 

set 
0 'R (

00 0' kR V N   ) by the following: 

Let 1 2, ,..., ,kx b b b k   ,
0k k . The 

0k -

expansion is denoted by 
0 1 2( ) , ,..., ,k kx b b b   

0,...,0 ,k   , 
00

( ) kk x N  . 

First, for any node v V , let 0 '( )R v   . 

Second, in the tree ' , , ', 'T V U E    , for each node 

sv in ( )oS v  , assume 
0 ( )sy v . A route is added into the 

routing table of node v ; that is, 

00 0'( ) '( ) { , ( ( )), }k sR v R v v v y     . If node v has a 

parent node pv , and if pv is an opaque node, then let 

op pv v ; otherwise, let opv  be the parent node of pv . 

Assume 0' ( )opy v . A default route is added into the 

routing table of node v ; that is, 

0

0 0'( ) '( ) { , , ' }
d

k
R v R v v p y    . 

Third, let 0 0' '( )
v V

R R v


  . 

According to the construction process of 0 'R , 0 'R  is 

obviously a aggregating routing on G . The number of 

adjacent opaque nodes of a node in the tree 

' , , ', 'T V U E    is not greater than that in the original 

graph G , so 0| '( ) | ( ( ))o
v V v V

Max R v Max A v
 

 . Thus, we find a 

naming 0  and a network routing 0 'R , such 

that 0| '( ) | | ( ))|o
v V v V

Max R v Max A v
 

 . 

This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 

APPENDIX B  A  

To illustrate the above construction process of naming 

and routing in the proving process, we give a simple 

example here. 

Given a network topology shown in Fig. 5 (a), which 

can be modeled as a partial transparent graph as shown in 

Fig. 5 (b), we can construct a transparent tree rooted at 

node r0 , as shown in Fig. 4 (c). Starting from the root, by 

following the sub-steps 2 and 3, we can get the partial 

auxiliary identifiers gradually from top to bottom, as 

shown in Fig. 5 (c). We can then determine that the 

identifiers’ length value is 6 by following sub-step 4. 

Following sub-step 5, we can get the identifiers of all 

nodes, as shown in Fig. 5 (d). 

 

 

(c) Identifiers parts

r0

S0 S2 S1

r1r2 r3r4 r5

S3

h0 h1 h2

<0,1>

<01,2>

<10,2><00,2>

<1,1>

<0,1>

<1,1>

<00,2> <01,2> <10,2>

<0,1>

k0=6

<0,1>

(d) Identifiers 

r0

S0 S2 S1

r1r2 r3r4 r5

S3

h0 h1 h2

{010000} {010001} {010010}

{001000}{000000} {011000} {100000}{010011}

{000001}

 

Figure 5.  The illustration of naming and routing in a example topology 

According to these identifiers and the transparent tree, 

we can construct a routing table for each node by 

following step III. For example, the routing table for node 

r0 is 0 '( 0) { 0, 000,3 ,000000R r r     , 

 001000,3,001,0r ,  010011,3,010,0r , 

 011000,3,011,0r , 0, 100,3 ,100000 }r    . 

Similarly, we can get the routing table of other nodes. 
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